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Index

A

- ABC Braille Study (Alphabetic Braille and Contracted Braille Study)
  - contracted braille and
  - early writers and
  - formal referral for reading disability testing and
  - implications of
  - on reading comprehension and braille readers
  - results of

- accommodation, defined
- across-back-and-down tracking pattern
- activities and games. See also beginning reading activities; connected text activities; flashcards; tracking activities; word study activities
  - morning meeting
  - sentence
  - spelling
  - writing

- adapting print materials. See print materials, adapting
- advanced braille readers, monitoring reading rate and fluency with
- agenda, lesson
- alphabet. See braille alphabet
- Alphabet Checkup assessment
- Alphabetic Braille and Contracted Braille Study. See ABC Braille Study (Alphabetic Braille and Contracted Braille Study)
- alphabetic principle
- alphabetic wordsigns
  - activities for teaching
  - letters vs.

- alphabet knowledge
- American Sign Language (ASL)
  - braille instruction for student who uses
  - deafblindness and use of
  - Usher Syndrome and use of

- analogy approach
- anchor letters
- anecdotal records/observations
  - managing miscues and

- answers, using file folder labels as
- "Art Box,"
- Assessing Comprehension and Communication in English State-to-State for English Language Learners (ACCESS for ELLs)
- assessment. See also documentation
  - anecdotal records
  - assessment schedule
• of assistive technology needs
• of beginning braille skills
• checklists and
• of children’s writing
• effective instruction and
• informal
• linking IEP goals and objectives to
• lists and
• of literacy processes
• of print efficiency and need for braille
• of reading disability
• rubrics and
• of students with additional disabilities
• of students with deafblindness
• of student work
• using results to plan instruction and track progress
• work samples
• of writing

• Assessment of Braille Literacy Skills (ABLS)
• assisted reading
• assisted reading lesson
  • after reading
  • case study
  • before reading
  • during reading
  • *Yippy-Day-Yippy-Doo!*

• assistive technology
  • activities for beginning braille readers

• assistive technology assessment, assessing need for braille in dual-media learner and
• auditory model of literacy behaviors
• awareness of thinking, teaching students to have

B

• BANA. See Braille Authority of North America (BANA)
• basal readers/basal reading series
• baseline data
• Basic Comprehension Checklist
• Basic Strategies Checklist
• Beginner’s Abacus
• beginning and ending sounds, early writing and
• Beginning Braille Alphabet Skills Checklist
• beginning braille instruction. See also beginning braille readers; beginning braille writers; braille instruction; literacy instruction
  • balancing general education and individual instruction
  • collaboration with classroom teachers
  • collaboration with families
  • collaboration with paraeducators
  • components of successful lesson
  • desk "apps,"
  • developing metacognition
  • example
  • focusing on meaning
  • general guidelines for
  • getting to know student
  • immersion in braille
  • incorporating phonics into
  • integrating listening, speaking, reading, and writing
integrating with expanded core curriculum
interlining children's braille work
modeling braille reading
modeling literacy behaviors
practical strategies for
prioritizing independence in
using diagnostic teaching
working in the general education classroom

beginning braille readers. See also beginning reading activities; early braille worksheets; technology for beginning braille readers and writers

beginning braille writers. See also developing braille writers; early braille worksheets; technology for beginning braille readers and writers

beginning consonants, guided writing and

behavior management, technology instruction and

Benchmark Assessment System

"big book,"
• Birthday Graph, adaptation of print material
• blank format
• blanks, using file folder labels as
  • “book bags,”
• book-handling skills
• book introduction
  • scaffolding before reading and
• book-related concepts, early
• books. See also leveled trade books; student-authored books
  • counting
  • creating for and with children
  • developmental process of interacting with
  • early literacy and access to
  • experience
• read in class
  • Animals in Winter (Bancroft)
  • Griffin, the School Cat (Anderson)
  • My Feet Are Just Right (Vaughan)
  • Tiger Runs Away (Smith)

• texture

• boxes format
• braille
  • assessment of need for
  • building concepts about, for dual-media learners
  • dual-media learner and attitudes about

• Braille, Louis
  • biography project

• braille alphabet
  • Beginning Braille Alphabet Skills Checklist
  • introduction to
  • mastering
  • for writing with a braillewriter

• Braille Authority of North America (BANA)
• Braille Authority of North America (BANA) tactile graphics standards. See also formatting, for
  braille materials
• braille cell
  • coloring template
  • demonstration
  • enlarged models of
  • teaching dot positions in

• braille characters
  • confusing
  • multiple meanings of

• braille club
• braille code
  • documentation of learning
  • instruction for students with intellectual disabilities and
  • periodic assessment of
  • research-based findings related to mastery of
  • unique characteristics of

• Braille Contraction Checklist
• braille fonts
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- braille instruction. See also beginning braille instruction; early literacy first experiences; Three Steps to Beginning Braille
  - ABC Braille Study
  - assessments
  - compared to print reading instruction
  - in conjunction with reading instruction
  - decision to begin
  - to English-language learners
  - expanded core curriculum and legislation related to reading and
  - to students with additional disabilities
  - to students with deafblindness
  - to students with intellectual disabilities
  - to students with physical disabilities
  - to students with reading disabilities
  - teaching materials
  - teaching spelling
  - trends in
  - Unified English Braille and

- braille labels
  - on math worksheets

- braille literacy for sighted classmates
  - activities and centers
  - Bean Braille activity
  - braille literacy resources
  - braille worksheets, for sighted classmates
  - brailletwriter training
  - creating a "braille-rich" classroom environment
  - finding time for braille activities
  - Slate and Stylus Center
  - teaching sighted classmates about braille (mini-lessons)

- braille materials. See also materials; print materials; reading materials
  - commercially available teaching
  - formatting
  - producing high-quality

- braille numbers. See numbers, braille
- Braille Oral Reading Checklist
- braille punctuation marks
- braille text, in books created for and with children
- braille translation programs
- brailletwriters. See also individual product names
  - connecting writing and reading
  - drawing on
  - erasing
  - finger isolation
  - finger positioning
  - loading paper into
  - models
  - parts of
  - relating dot positions to keys
  - skills checklist
  - spacing
  - special considerations for writing with
  - training for sighted classmates on
for use at home

• brailling directly on print materials
  
  *Building on Patterns: The Primary Braille Literacy Program*

C

• calendar activities
  
  * days in school
  * types of calendars

• capital letters
  
  * capsule paper, tactile graphics with
  * card reader

• career education
  
  * activities for beginning braille readers

• CCTV. *See video magnifier*
  
  * "Certified Braillist,"

• Checklist for Assessing Readiness to Learn Braille

• checklists. *See also individual titles*
  
  * assessment and documentation and
  * of braille code symbols
  * quantitative
  * skill-oriented

• children with low vision. *See dual-media learner*

• children with visual impairments. *See also dual-media learner*
  
  * creating books with
  * early literacy learning for
  * group story time participation and
  * reading aloud to

• classroom environment, braille-rich

• classroom materials, adapting print

• classroom teachers
  
  * adapting print materials and
  * assessing braille readers
  * collaboration of braille teacher with
  * initial meeting with

• classroom tools

• clinical low-vision evaluation, assessing need for braille in dual-media learner and

• cold read

• collaboration
  
  * on bookmaking with children
  * with classroom teachers
  * dual-media learners and
  * with families
  * with paraeducators

• collaborative assessment, of students with additional disabilities

• collaborative learning team, for students with deafblindness

• collages, tactile

• coloring

• color-word identification worksheet

• color words
  
  * activities for teaching
  * rapid naming of

• column format
- Common Core State standards
  - early literacy instruction and
  - foundational skills
  - informational text and

- Common Core State Standards (CCSS) for English Language Arts, Literacy in History/Social Studies, Science, and Technical Subjects, and Mathematical Practices. See Common Core State standards
- Common Core State Standards for English Language Arts, grade specific standards for
- communication, effect of hearing impairment or deafness on
- compensatory access skills
  - activities for beginning braille readers
  - braille instruction and

- complex texts, Common Core and
- comprehension. See reading comprehension
- Computer Braille Code
- computer software
  - screen-reading
  - tactile graphic making and

- concepts about print and books
  - scaffolding before reading and

- conferencing, scaffolding revision and editing steps through
- connected text
  - adapting comprehensive classroom assessment for braille reader
  - balanced with word study
  - braille instruction for students with deafblindness and reading
  - opportunities for sustained reading and writing of
  - sorting and matching activities with
  - writing

- connected text activities
  - adapting for student with intellectual disabilities
  - balanced with word study activities
  - daily messages
  - "Do You Like" story
  - flash strips
  - "The Race" story
  - Scrambled Sentences activity
  - suggestions for
  - teacher-made controlled vocabulary stories
  - True/False Connected Text Worksheet

- consonants
  - guided writing and
  - independent writing and
  - Tangible Objects for Initial Consonant Sounds

- consonant sounds and blends, substitution of beginning
- consonant-vowel-consonant (CVC) patterns
- contracted braille
  - instruction for students with intellectual disabilities and
  - uncontracted braille vs.

- contractions
  - adapting comprehensive classroom assessment for braille reader and
  - in braille code
  - distinguishing among
  - I-M-ABLE and
• scaffolding before reading and
teaching with leveled trade books

• contraction songs
• contractivity, measure of
• controlled vocabulary. See also vocabulary
  • teacher-made controlled-vocabulary stories
  • in Wilson Reading System

• conventional literacy, functional literacy vs.
• conventional spelling
• correct words per minute formula
• counting books
• counting fingers exercise
• covers, book
• crayons
• cueing beginning readers
  • preserving meaning and

• cueing systems
• culturally based expectations, braille instruction for English-language learners and
• curriculum. See also expanded core curriculum
  • for dual-media learners
  • for language arts approach

• cutting
• cycle of effective instruction

D

• daily messages
  • in general education setting
  • individualized
  • teaching with
  • writing

• daily schedule, brailled
• deafblindness, teaching braille to students with
  • braille instruction
  • braille instruction for ASL users
  • collaborative learning team and
  • effect of hearing impairment or deafness on communication and literacy learning
  • role of teacher of students with visual impairments
  • Usher Syndrome

• deafness, effect on communication and literacy learning
• decoding
  • by chunking
  • defined
  • development of skills
  • reading comprehension and
  • signs of reading disability and
  • teaching with leveled trade books
  • Wilson Reading System and

• demonstration braille cells with movable dots
• desk “apps,”
• developing braille writers
  • assessing writing
  • spelling and
  • student-authored books
• technology for writing process

• Developmental Reading Assessment, 2nd edition (DRA2)
• Developmental Reading Assessment (DRA) levels
• developmental sequence, teaching tactile graphics skills and
diagnostic teaching
diary journals
digits, rapid naming of
digraphs
directions format
  • example

• Discrimination Worksheet for e and i
documentation. See also assessment
  • anecdotal records
  • of braille code learning
  • of lesson
  • lists
  • organization of
  • of progress toward IEP goals and objectives
  • videos and

• Dolch Word List
dot numbers
dot positions
  • in braille cell, teaching
  • relating to brailewriter keys

double-sided permanent tape
double-sided removable tape
  • to facilitate moving and repositioning text
double-spaced lines, transitioning to single-spaced lines
drafting
  • adapting for braille writers
  • student example

• DRA levels
drawing and scribbling, early writing and
dual-media learner
  • assessing print efficiency and need for braille
  • attitudes about braille and
  • building concepts about braille
  • characteristics of
  • early
  • in inclusive setting
  • instructional materials
  • logistics for teaching braille to
  • service time
  • teaching

• Duxbury Braille Translator
• Dynamic Indicators of Basic Early Learning Skills (DIBELS)
dyslexia
  • interventions for students with

E

• early braille readers. See beginning braille instruction
• Early Braille Reading Behaviors Checklist
- Early Braille Trade Books
- Early Braille worksheets
  - creating for early readers
  - letter-matching
  - marking answers on
  - name
  - new word or letter
  - number and color-word identification
  - teaching with
  - written response
- early braille writers. See beginning braille writers
- Early Braille Writing Checklists
- early intervention
- early literacy first experiences
  - building concepts and oral language
  - creating books for children
  - developing early literacy concepts
  - developing fine motor and tactile discrimination skills
  - *If You Give a Mouse a Cookie* (Numeroff)
  - National Early Literacy Panel findings
- early literacy instruction, Common Core State standards and
- early readers. See beginning braille readers; Three Steps to Beginning Braille
- editing
  - assistive technology and, 256/
  - braille instruction for English-language learners and
  - checklist
  - example of student
  - independent
  - oral
  - scaffolding through conferencing
  - sentence
  - tactile editing marks
  - writing assessment and
- elbows, tracking and
- electronic braillewriters
- electronic note takers
  - instruction in using
- Elkonin Boxes
- embossers
  - tactile graphic making and
- emergent spelling
- ending punctuation
- ending sounds
- English Braille American Edition
- English-language learners, braille instruction for
  - characteristics of language learning
  - getting started
  - observations on writing sample by early English-language learner
  - practical strategies for
  - WIDA CAN DO descriptors
- erasing, on braillewriter
- expanded core curriculum
  - braille instruction and
  - integrating braille literacy with
  - teacher of students with visual impairments and
expanded reading vocabulary, I-M-ABLE and
experience books
extension keys

F

- facilitating participation in classroom-guided reading groups
- family
  - braille instruction for English-language learners and
dual-media learners and
  - involvement in beginning braille instruction
- fatigue, braille instruction for students with physical disabilities and
- file folder labels
  - as answers
  - as blanks
- final consonants, guided writing and
- fine motor skills, development of in literacy context
- finger isolation
- finger positions
  - on brailewriter
  - in tracking
- flashcards
  - activities
  - Bang!
  - drill and practice
  - example
  - Fishing
  - flash strips
  - I-M-ABLE
    - making and using
  - 1-2-3 Mastery! High-Frequency Word Challenge
  - matching.
  - sorting
  - for spelling
  - for teaching words, letters, and sounds
  - tracking sheets
- flash strips
  - Flash Strips Matching Activity and Game
  - sorting and matching activities with connected text
  - worksheets and
- flexibility, during lessons
- fluency
  - ABC Braille Study on
  - in advanced braille readers
  - beginning braille readers and
  - Common Core State Standards and
  - National Reading Panel on
  - oral reading
  - Reading First Initiative and
  - signs of reading disability and
  - Three Steps to Beginning Braille and
  - Wilson Reading System and
- fluency rubric
- Fluency Rubric for Beginning Braille Readers
- fonts, braille
• formatting, for braille materials
  • blanks
  • boxes
  • directions
  • examples
  • headings
  • line spacing
  • matching words in columns
  • multiple choice formats
  • page numbers
  • paragraphs
  • pictures
  • questions
  • teaching children about

• forward chaining method
• Fountas and Pinnell's Benchmark Assessment System
• frustration reading level
  • assessing

• functional literacy
  • conventional literacy vs.
  • readiness for program

• functional vision assessment

G

• general education, balancing with individual instruction
• general education classroom
  • beginning braille instruction in
  • daily messages in
  • for dual-media learners
  • layout of
  • strategies for working in

• general education teachers. See classroom teachers
• gluing
• goals, sample IEP
  • with checklist
  • with rubric
  • with summary chart

• going home box
• grade 1
  • Common Core standards for Fluency
  • Common Core standards for Phonics and Word Recognition
  • Common Core standards for Phonological Awareness
  • Common Core standards for Print Concepts
  • early reading and writing in
  • frustration reading level
  • guided reading and
  • independent editing
  • independent reading level
  • independent revision
  • instructional reading level
  • literacy assessments
  • reading benchmarks
  • spelling development stage
  • value of technology for early braille learners in
  • weather page and
- grade 2
  - Common Core standards for Fluency
  - Common Core standards for Phonics and Word Recognition
  - frustration reading level
  - guided reading and
  - independent reading level
  - independent revision
  - instructional reading level
  - literacy assessments
  - spelling development stage
  - transitional reading and writing
  - value of technology for early braille learners in

- grade 3
  - Common Core standards for Fluency
  - Common Core standards for Phonics and Word Recognition
  - literacy assessments
  - spelling development stage
  - value of technology for early braille learners in

- grade 4
  - Common Core standards for Fluency
  - Common Core standards for Phonics and Word Recognition

- grade 5
  - Common Core standards for Fluency
  - Common Core standards for Phonics and Word Recognition

- grade-level benchmarks
- graphic art tape
- graphing worksheet
- graphophonetic system
- group story time participation
- guessing habit, breaking
- guided reading
  - after reading
  - assisted/guided reading lesson
  - choice of reading materials
  - comprehension and
  - facilitating participation in classroom-guided reading groups
  - goal of
  - leveled trade books and
  - overview
  - planning sheet for
  - before reading
  - during reading
  - suggestions for connected text activities
  - suggestions for word study activities
  - word study with leveled trade books

- guided writing
- Guidelines and Standards for Tactile Graphics, Unit 11: Graphics for the Early Grades (BANA)
- Guidelines and Standards for Tactile Graphics (BANA)
- Guidelines for the Transcription of Early Educational Materials from Print to Braille (BANA)

H
- Hadley School for the Blind
- hand positions, in tracking
- haptics
- hard (frustration) reading level
• headings format
• hearing impairment, effect on communication and literacy learning
• high-frequency words
  • fluency and
  • 1-2-3 Mastery! High-frequency Word Challenge

• home-school communication chart, sample
• homework folder
• homophones

• ICEB (International Council on English Braille)
• IDEA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Act)
• IDEIA (Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act)
• IEP. See individualized education program (IEP)
• I-M-ABLE
  • braille instruction for students with deafblindness and
  • components of
    • for English language learners
    • individualized
    • for students with intellectual disabilities
    • use of

• imitation, in talking writing
• inclusion trade-off
• indents
• independence
  • braille instruction for students with deafblindness and
  • creating books with children and
  • prioritizing
  • teaching students with intellectual disabilities braille and
  • transcribing print materials and student

• independent living
  • activities for beginning braille readers

• independent picture creation
• independent reading level
• independent reading level
  • assessing

• independent work
• independent writing
• index cards
• indicators, scaffolding before reading and
• Indicators of Readiness for a Functional Literacy Program
• Individual Calendar Kit
• individual instruction, balancing with general education
• individualized curriculum options
• individualized daily messages
• individualized education program (IEP)
  • braille instruction decision and
  • classroom teacher's role in
  • documenting progress
    • for dual-media learners
  • family participation in IEP process
  • involving students in IEP process
  • linking goals and objectives to assessment and documentation
  • overview
  • students with multiple disabilities and braille instruction
• writing goals and objectives

• individualized education program (IEP) goals
  • with Checklist
  • with Rubric
  • with Summary Chart

• Individualized Meaning-centered Approach to Braille Literacy Education. See I-M-ABLE
• individualized spelling instruction
• individualized technology instruction

• Individuals with Disabilities Education Act (IDEA)
  • accessible materials and
  • braille instruction and

• Individuals with Disabilities Education Improvement Act (IDEIA)
• informal reading inventories
  • sample

• informational text
  • Common Core and
  • student-authored

• initial consonants
  • guided writing and
  • tangible objects for sound of

• instruction, cycle of effective
• instructional possibilities, scaffolding before reading and
• instructional reading level
  • assessing

• instructional time, braille instruction for students with multiple disabilities
• intellectual disabilities, teaching braille to students with
  • adapting the writing process
  • examples of modified instruction
  • positive outcomes
  • readiness for functional literacy program
  • special areas of focus
  • suggestions for modifying braille instruction
  • using technology to promote independent work skills

• interactive books, created for and with children
  • The Boo-Boo Book
  • Letter M Book
  • samples

• interactive tablets
• interactive writing
• interest inventory, sample

• interlining
  • homework assignments
  • worksheets

• International Council on English Braille (ICEB)
• intervener
• invented spelling
  • defined
  • reading instruction intervention and support for use of
  • role in early writing
  • The Snowy Day (Keats)

• itinerary, lesson
J
- journal writing
  - dialogue journals
  - guided writing
  - independent writing
  - interactive writing
  - sample page
  - talking writing
- *Just Enough to Know Better* (Curran)

K
- Keller, Helen
  - biography project
- keyboard echo settings
- keyboarding
- key words
  - activities for teaching
  - I-M-ABLE and
  - reading instruction interventions using
- kindergarten
  - beginning braille reader case study
  - Common Core standards for Fluency
  - Common Core standards for Phonics and Word Recognition
  - Common Core standards for Phonological Awareness
  - Common Core standards for Print Concepts
  - early writing development
  - experimental reading and writing
  - frustration reading level
  - independent reading level
  - instructional reading level
  - journal page
  - letters and sounds
  - literacy assessments
  - screening for reading disability
  - spelling development stage
  - value of technology for early braille learners in
  - weather page

L
- laminated sheets of colored paper
- language arts curriculum
- language arts inclusion, balancing with individual instruction
- language delays, deafblindness and
- language learning, characteristics of
- language of touch
  - early reading vocabulary and
  - learning letters and
- learning media assessment
  - dual-media learner and
  - sample
- legislation, related to braille instruction
- lesson components
- letter bank
• letter-like forms, early writing and letter-matching worksheet
• Letter M Book
• letter-name alphabetic spelling
• letters
  • activities for teaching
  • alphabetic wordsigns vs. anchor
  • comparing sounds and confusing
distinguishing among early writing and introducing
  • introducing letter y and word you
  • naming
  • rapid naming of teaching
• Three Steps to Beginning Braille and

• letter songs
• letter-sound matching with tangible objects
• letter-sound tiles
  • activities
  • suggested setup for

• letter tile sets
• leveled trade books
  • adapting comprehensive classroom assessment for braille reader
  • book level comparisons
  • early braille
  • getting started with
  • leveling systems
  • readiness for
  • transcribing
  • using assessment results to plan instruction and track progress
  • word study with
    • Yippy-Day-Yippy-Doo!

• line spacing, for braille materials
• listening, WIDA CAN DO descriptors
• lists, assessment
• literacy. See also early literacy first experiences
  • conventional vs. functional
  • effect of hearing impairment or deafness on learning
  • interventions in development of
  • linking concepts to

• literacy assessments, requiring adaptation
  • connected text
  • word analysis

• literacy behaviors, modeling
• literacy instruction. See also beginning braille instruction; braille instruction
  • balancing word study and connected text
  • Common Core State standards and essential components of
  • language of
  • National Reading Panel and Response to Intervention and
  • trends in
literacy instruction options
- curriculum options for language arts approach
- decision to begin braille instruction
- learning to read in print and braille
- multiple meanings of braille characters
- reading with divided attention
- research-based findings related to mastery of braille code
- unique characteristics of braille code

literacy processes, assessing
living alphabet book
logistics, writing
long vowel-silent c (CVCe)
Look-Say-Cover-Write-Check approach

M

Mangold Basic Braille
marking answers on braille worksheets
marking skill
matching activities with connected text
matching flashcards
materials. See also braille materials; print materials; reading materials
- for dual-media learners
- lesson planning and
to organize student work area
- for tactile pictures
- teacher-made
Three Steps to Beginning Braille

mathematics
Math Worksheet for Dual-Media Learners
Nemeth Braille Code for
using labels and stickers as blanks on worksheets

mathematics code
meaning
- focus on, in beginning braille instruction
- preserving
- response to child's written

meaning-oriented instruction
- motivation and

Measurable Goal Matrix
medical reports, assessing need for braille in dual-media learner and
"mega" magnetic dots demonstration cell
menus
metacognition, developing
mini-lessons
- early writing
- teaching sighted classmates about braille

miscues, managing
mnemonics
- for dual-media learners
- for identifying tricky braille characters
- learning letters and
for r and w

modeling
• braille reading
• literacy behaviors
• scaffolding and
talking writing
• use of technology

• modification, defined
• momentum, creating in lesson
• morning meeting activities
  • calendar activities
  • daily schedule
  • weather activities

• motivation
  • assistive technology and
  • early literacy first experiences and
  • meaning-oriented instruction and
  • reading success and

• motor memory problems, braille instruction for student with
• Mountbatten Brailler
  • erasing on
  • loading paper into
  • one-handed writing on
  • spacing on

• Mr. Nobody
• multiple choice questions format
• multiple line tracking stories
• multiple meanings of braille characters
• multisensory learning, in Wilson Reading System
• Multi-Tiered Systems of Support (MTSS)

N
• names, teaching children to write in braille
• National Early Literacy Panel (NELP) findings
• National Reading Panel (NRP)
  • summary of research findings

• Nemeth Braille Code for Mathematics and Science Notation
• non–language-based reading disabilities
• "no peeking" barriers
• number of symbols, in braille code
• numbers, braille
  • activities for teaching
  • dot
  • matching and sequencing on magnetic or felt board
  • number poem
  • teaching

• number words
  • activities for teaching
  • identification worksheet
  • "Let's Learn Fun with Numbers" worksheet
  • Numbers Rule Game

O
• objectives, writing IEP
• observational notes
• one-handed reading and writing
• One Hand Extension Keys
• one-on-one instruction, strategies for
• onsets
• oral language
  • early writing development and
  • pairing concrete experiences with
  • teaching students with intellectual disabilities braille and
  • writing success and

• oral reading
  • assessing
  • Braille Oral Reading Checklist
  • fluency in
  • round-robin rotation and

• oral revision/editing
• orientation and mobility
  • activities for beginning braille readers

• outreach, technology instruction and

P

• pacing braillewriter practice sessions
• page change indicator
• page exploration
• page fluffers
• page number format
• pages, bookmaking and
• page turners
• paper loading, braillewriter
• paper stabilization, one-handed reading and writing and
• paraeducators, collaborating with
• paragraph format
• parallel across-back-down tracking pattern
• parallel pattern
  • multiple lines
  • one line

• passages, adapting comprehensive classroom assessment for braille reader
• Perkins Brailler
  • erasing on
  • loading paper into
  • modification of
  • spacing on

• perpetual calendars
• phonemes, multisensory approach to stretching out and sequencing
• phonemic awareness
  • ABC Braille Study on
  • National Reading Panel on
  • Reading First Initiative and
  • reading progress and
  • screening for reading disability and
  • Three Steps to Beginning Braille and

• phonemic segmentation
• phonetic patterns
• phonics
  • ABC Braille Study on
- Braille instruction for English-language learners and
- Common Core State standards and
- I-M-ABLE and
- National Reading Panel on
- Reading First Initiative and
- Reading progress and
- Screening for reading disability and
- Teaching with leveled trade books
- Three Steps to Beginning Braille and
- Word structure skills and

- Phonograms
- Phonological awareness
  - Common Core State standards and
  - Rhyming words and
  - Three Steps to Beginning Braille and

- Photographs, assessment and documentation and
- Physical disabilities, teaching braille to students with
  - Decreased tactile sensitivity
  - Modified reading materials
  - One-handed reading and writing
  - Positioning
  - Reading and writing with alternate fingers
  - Stamina and fatigue
  - Writing with one hand

- Physical strength and coordination
  - Developing
  - Readiness for beginning braille writing and

- Picture dependency, scaffolding before reading and
- Picture Maker: Wheatley Tactile Diagramming Kit
- Pictures
  - Combined with Braille
  - Creating and teaching early tactile graphics
  - Early writing and
  - Formatting
  - Hand-drawn

- Place holders
- Planned Objectives and Anecdotal Notes Form
- Planning
  - Effective instruction and
  - Lesson

- Planning sheet for beginning reading
- Planning sheet for guided reading
- Pocket slate 28 cell
- Portfolios
- Positioning, braille instruction for students with physical disabilities and
- Posture
  - For braillwriting
  - Tracking and

- Preplanned tactile pictures
- Preschool
  - Awareness of reading and writing
  - Beginning braille instruction during
  - Developing fine motor and tactile discrimination skills
  - Early writing development
imitating tactile reading behavior
letters and sounds and
phonemic awareness and
sight (whole) words and
spelling development stage
value of technology for early braille learners in

- prewriting
  - adapting for brailler writers
  - student example

- print
  - activities for students initially stronger in print than in braille
  - combining with braille for dual-media learners
  - using to reinforce braille for dual-media learners

- print concepts, Common Core State standards and
- print efficiency, assessment of
- printers
- print graphics, activities for students who are primarily braille readers but prefer
  - print knowledge
- print materials, adapting
  - accuracy and
  - adapting print classroom materials
  - The Baby Owls sequencing activity
  - brailing directly on print materials
  - contracted vs. uncontracted braille and
  - creating and teaching early tactile graphics
  - examples
  - formatting
  - "Happy Birthday, Dr. King" Worksheet
  - "Harvest Time!" Worksheet
  - standardized rules and guidelines for tactile graphics
  - supplies for
  - transcribing early trade books
  - working with classroom teachers

- print reader, entry level characteristics of
- print reading instruction
- print referencing
- print workbook
- progress monitoring, I-M-ABLE and
- Project SLATE/Framework for Braille
- prompting, scaffolding and
  - Prompting Guide for Oral Reading and Early Writing (Fountas & Pinnell)
- props, scaffolding before reading and
- publishing
  - student example

- punctuation
  - as early book-related concept
  - introducing
  - practicing

- punctuation marks, braille
  - "puzzle diagram,"

Q

- quantitative checklists
- question format
- questioning, scaffolding and

R

- raised-line drawing
- raised-line drawing board
- read-alouds
  - Common Core and
  - power of interactive

- Readers’ Workshop
- reading. See also beginning braille readers; guided reading
  - with alternate fingers
  - assisted
  - assistive technology and
  - braille instruction and
  - with divided attention
  - linking to writing
  - meaning-oriented approach to teaching
  - one-handed
  - opportunities for sustained
  - relation of spoken language to
  - WIDA CAN DO descriptors

- reading aloud, to children with visual impairments
- reading comprehension
  - ABC Braille Study on
  - braille readers and
  - decoding and
  - guided reading lesson and
  - National Reading Panel on
  - Reading First Initiative and

- Reading Connections: Strategies for Teaching Reading to Students with Visual Impairments (Kamei-Hannan & Ricci)
- reading disabilities, teaching braille to students with
  - assessment
  - dyslexia
  - formal referral for testing
  - initial screening and progress monitoring
  - intervention
  - non–language-based reading disabilities
  - signs of reading disability in beginning braille readers

- Reading First Initiative
- reading groups. See also guided reading
  - facilitating participation in classroom-guided

- reading instruction. See also beginning braille readers; braille instruction
  - braille vs. print
  - in conjunction with braille instruction
  - motivation and

- reading inventories, informal
  - sample

- reading levels
  - frustration
  - independent
  - instructional
• reading logs
• reading materials. See also leveled trade books
  • access to high-quality
  • basal readers
  • braille instruction for students with physical disabilities and modified
  • choice of
  • variety and quantity of

• reading miscues
  • ABC Braille Study on
  • braille code and
  • managing

• reading readiness
• reading speed/rate
  • ABC Braille Study on
  • monitoring with advanced readers

• reading vocabulary, expanding
• Read Naturally (Ihnot)
• real-life situations, connecting literacy activities to
• recordings, assessment and documentation and
• recreation and leisure
  • activities for beginning braille readers

• redundancy, braille code and lack of
• reference numbers
• refreshable braille displays
  • for dual-media learners

• regressions, avoiding
• removable stickers, to monitor word recognition and comprehension
• repetition, teaching students with intellectual disabilities braille and
• response to content, writing assessment and
• Response to Intervention (RTI) model
• retellings, student-authored
  • of The Very Hungry Caterpillar

• retinitis pigmentosa (RP)
• reversals
• revision
  • braille instruction for English-language learners and
  • checklists for
  • example of student
  • independent
  • oral
  • scaffolding through conferencing
  • writing assessment and

• Revision/Editing Checklists
• rewriting
  • example of student

• rhyming words
• riddles
• rimes
• round-robin rotation, in guided reading
• routine, lesson
• rubrics
  • sample IEP goal with
• The Rules of Unified English Braille (Simpson)
• running records
  • managing miscues and

• Running Records for Classroom Teachers (Clay)
• run-over offsets

S

• salient and beginning sounds, early writing and
• The SAL2 Mangold Braille Reading Program for Young Readers, Ages

• scaffolding
  • braillewriter instruction
  • for daily messages
  • defined
  • early braille writing instruction
  • guided reading
  • maintaining motivation and
  • revision and editing steps through conferencing

• school tools basket
• scissors tracking pattern
• screen readers
  • basics of
  • instructions in using

• screen-reading software
• scrubbing, avoiding
• seating, braillewriting and
• self-adhesive file folder labels
• self-adhesive plastic sheets and labels for brailling
• self-adhesive shapes and symbols
• self-adhesive textured sheets
• self-assessment, student
• self-determination
  • activities for beginning braille readers

• semantic system
• sensory efficiency
  • activities for beginning braille readers

• sentences
  • activities for
  • distinguishing among
  • Sentence Editing activity
  • Sentence Flash activity
  • Sentence Sorting activity
  • sentence strips
  • sorting
  • teaching conventions of

• Sequential List of Level 1 Words
• service time
  • for dual-media learners
  • for early braille instruction

• short-form words, scaffolding before reading and
• sighted classmates. See braille literacy for sighted classmates
• sign language
  • braille instruction for users of
  • deafblindness and use of
• silent e words
• Simbraille fonts
• simulated braille
• simulated braille worksheet
• single line tracking stories
• single-spaced lines, transitioning from double-spaced lines to
• skill, defined
• skill-oriented activity, adapting using task analysis
• skill-oriented checklists
• skill-oriented instruction
• slate and stylus
• smart boards
• SMART Brailler
  • erasing on
  • loading paper into
• social interaction
  • activities for beginning braille readers
  • during literacy activities
• software
  • screen-reading
  • tactile graphic making
• songs
  • for beginning brailists
  • tracking
• sorting
  • sentences
• sorting activities with connected text
• sorting flashcards
• sorting grid for braille word cards
• sound effects, motivation for reading and
• sounds
  • comparing letters and
  • early writing and beginning and ending
  • early writing and salient and beginning
  • teaching
  • Three Steps to Beginning Braille and
• spacing, on braillewriter
• speaking, WIDA CAN DO descriptors
• spelling
  • ABC Braille Study on
  • activities
  • conventional
  • development of
  • emergent
  • individualized instruction in
  • invented
  • letter-name alphabetic
  • strategies for children
  • teaching to students who use braille
  • teaching with leveled trade books
  • transition from invented to conventional
  • within-word pattern
• spelling record
• Spelling Record form
- spider fingers
- split pattern
- spoken language, relation to reading and writing
- stamina, braille instruction for students with physical disabilities and
- Steps for Loading Paper into the Braillewriter
- stickers, on math worksheets
- stop, drop, and regroup tactic
- strategies
  - for beginning braille instruction
  - defined
  - for English language learners
  - for one-on-one instruction
  - for spelling
  - "tap-tap,"
  - for working in general education classrooms
  - writing
- strategy-based instruction
- student-authored books
  - *Caroline, Caroline, Caroline* (student-authored book)
  - experience books
  - informational text
  - *Jacob’s Home Depot Book*
  - musical greeting card book
  - *My Finger Book*
  - *My Touching Book*
  - retellings
  - sample
  - "A Story for Roberto;"
  - suggestions for
  - *Where Is Brendan?*
- students
  - getting to know
  - immersion in braille
  - involvement in IEP process
  - organizing work area
  - transcription of print classroom materials and
- student self-assessment
- students with additional disabilities, teaching braille to
  - English-language learners
  - students with deafblindness
  - students with intellectual disabilities
  - students with physical disabilities
  - students with reading disabilities
- summary, lesson
- supplies for adapting print materials
- Swenson's Law
- Swing Cell
- Swing Cell Compact
- switch-driven computer program
- syllabic segmentation
- symbols, scaffolding before reading and
- syntactic system

- tablet
  - instruction in using
• interactive
talking tactile

• Tack-Tiles
tactile discrimination skills
development of in literacy context
worksheets
tactile editing marks
tactile graphic makers with capsule paper
tactile graphics
adapting print graphics as
cricket, tactile graphics of
guidelines for creating
sample cricket
teaching tactile graphic skills
"Thankful Harvest" worksheet
types of production
tactile modeling of literacy behaviors
tactile perception problems, braille instruction and
tactile pictures, creating for and with children
collaborative, during early writing activities
independent picture creation
preplanned
tactile sensitivity, braille instruction for students with decreased
Tactile Sight Words Checklist
tactile sight word vocabulary, building
tactile symbols, story
Talented Transcribers Center
Talking GlowDice
Talking Tactile Tablet
Talking Typer
talking writing
imitation
modeling
Tangible Objects for Initial Consonant Sounds
"tap-tap" strategy
task analysis
to help students with reversals or confusing characters
teaching students with intellectual disabilities braille and
Steps to Teach Marking a Tactile Discrimination Worksheet
task list
teacher-authored books
The Slide Book
teacher-made braille materials
teacher-made controlled-vocabulary stories
guidelines for writing
story examples
Who Am I? story
"Who Can Go to the Birthday Party?" story
teacher-made perpetual calendars
teacher of students with visual impairments, role of
teacher's diary
teacher's mailbox folder
teacher-student learning partnership
technology for beginning braille readers and writers
  - Animal Sounds activity
  - guidelines for instruction
  - instructional activities
  - keyboarding and screen reader basics
  - in kindergarten and primary grades
  - Musical Sounds and Letters activity
  - in preschool years
  - promoting independent work skills using
  - Scroll and Search activity
  - temporary spelling. See invented spelling
  - texture book
  - textured self-adhesive sheets
  - thermoform machine
  - think-aloud techniques
  - "thinking aloud,"
  - 3-D printers

Three Steps to Beginning Braille
  - braille instruction for students with deafblindness and
    for English language learners
  - instructional framework for steps 1 and 2
  - overview
  - special considerations for teaching braille reading
  - step 1: building tactile sight word vocabulary
  - step 2: teaching letters, sounds, numbers, and sentence conventions
  - step 3: (See guided reading)
  - vocabulary preview for

tracking
  - across-back-and-down pattern
  - exercises
  - guides
  - I-M-ABLE and
  - one-handed reading and writing and
  - patterns
  - prioritizing independence when teaching
  - scissors pattern
  - sequence of early tracking skill development
  - teaching
  - tracking skills in perspective
  - when one hand is dominant

tracking activities, creating meaningful
  - early
    - Five Little Monkeys
    - Missing Canes
    - The Three Billy Goats Gruff
  - tracking stories, with braille

tracking sheets
tracking song
tracking stories
transcription. See print materials, adapting
typeform indicators

uncontracted braille
  - braille instruction for students with dyslexia and
  - contracted braille vs.
• instruction for students with intellectual disabilities and

• Unified English Braille (UEB)
  • blank format guidelines

• Unimanual Brailler
• Usher Syndrome

V
  • Velcro dot demonstration cell
  • videos, assessment and documentation and
  • vision assessment, assessing need for braille in dual-media learner and
  • visual model of literacy behaviors
  • visual processing
  • vocabulary. See also controlled vocabulary
    • ABC Braille Study on
    • braille instruction for ELLs and development of
    • building a tactile sight word
    • early reading
    • I-M-ABLE and
    • National Reading Panel on
    • Reading First Initiative and

• vocabulary control
  • in Three Steps to Beginning Braille

• vocabulary preview
• vocabulary stories, I-M-ABLE and
• voice options
• voice-to-braille match, developing
• vowels, in guided writing
• vowel teams

W
  • wait time
    • teaching students with intellectual disabilities braille and

• warm read
• weather page
• whole words, Three Steps to Beginning Braille and
• WIDA Consortium framework for language learning
  • CAN DO descriptors

• Wikki Stix
• Wilson Reading System
• within-word pattern spelling
• word analysis, adapting comprehensive classroom assessment for braille reader
• word bank
• word cards
• word creation activity
• word lists
• Word PlayHouse
• word recognition
  • Common Core State standards and
  • Three Steps to Beginning Braille and
  • using removable stickers to monitor
  • Wilson Reading System and

• words
  • distinguishing among
• high-frequency
• instructional options for teaching
• key (See key words)
• using anchor letters to discriminate whole
• using tactile clues to learn

• word structure skills, phonics and
• word study
  • balanced with connected text
  • with leveled trade books
  • writing skill acquisition and

• word study activities
  • balanced with connected text
  • "The Bus" activity
  • "Clip-it" activity
  • color word activities
  • early braille worksheets
  • flashcards
  • Houses activity
  • letter-sound matching with tangible objects
  • letter-sound tiles
  • Look, Say, Cover, Write, Check activity
  • Magnetic Journal with Phoneme Tiles
  • Making Words activity
  • Name Scramble activity
  • name worksheet
  • new word or letter worksheet
  • numbers and number words activities
  • 1-2-3 Mastery! High-frequency Word Challenge
  • Roller Coaster activity
  • Story for the New Word Daddy
  • suggestions for
  • Treasure Hunt activity

• word wall, adapting for braille users
• work folders
• work positions, varying
• work samples
• worksheets. See also early braille worksheets; individual titles
  • adapting
  • from flash strips to

• Writers' Workshop
• writing. See also beginning braille writers; developing braille writers
  • adapting writing process for student with intellectual disabilities
  • with alternate fingers
  • braille instruction for English-language learners and
  • braille instruction for students with physical disabilities and
  • connected text
  • connecting reading and
  • dot numbers and
  • I-M-ABLE and
  • introduction to braille writing, for sighted classmates
  • linking reading to
  • one-handed
  • opportunities for sustained
  • oral language and success in
  • relation of spoken language to
  • signs of reading disability and
  • WIDA CAN DO descriptors
• writing activities
  • collaborative tactile pictures during
  • tracking activities and

• Writing Analysis and Planning Sheet
• writing process
  • adapting for braille writers
  • drafting
  • editing
  • overview
  • prewriting
  • revising
  • rewriting and publishing

• Writing Process Record
• writing progression checklist
• written language, Common Core standards for
• Written Response Worksheet

Z

• Zeno word list